Bloody hell! What a tight spot! How did I end up here again?
You see him?

Yes, we were right.

Let's go to the Thorvaldsen Museum og then split up.

Agree, far easier.

He's adjusting his route to ours.
This one is made of plaster, not good enough. On to the next.
what have you done ??!!
i chose a bust of marble. not plaster. much more robust. see? not a scratch.
relax.
our friend has had too much to drink. we're leaving now.

what have you done ??!!

pfiew. thank god.

where to? hopefully not too far.

 interpol has a safe house on the other side of the canal.
The team is discussing a recent discovery. They've spotted a person near Tivoli in Tietgensgade.

Where did you find this one?

We spotted him near Tivoli in Tietgensgade.

He had a camera phone and some papers.

Give Eugene the phone. I'll look at the papers.

We have an appointment with our contact, but I put more trust in your lead.

Status?

Kolya Szlatan, of Serbian nationality, a Schengen country. Clever, he must know Serbian.

Double gamer?

Triple? That takes him back to our side.

Eugene, did you get hold of Datamick?

... He's hacking the phone.

... He's hacking the phone.

And almost done, Eugene.

Who the hell got the brilliant idea to place a safe house on 5th floor?

Where did you find this one?

Triple gamer, if you ask me.

Yes ...

TRIPLE? THAT TAKES HIM BACK TO OUR SIDE.

EUGENE, DID YOU GET HOLD OF DATAMICK?

... HE'S HACKING THE PHONE.

AND ALMOST DONE, EUGENE.

KOLYA SZLATAN, OF SERBIAN NATIONALITY, A SCHENGEN COUNTRY. CLEVER, HE MUST KNOW SERBIAN.

DOUBLE GAMER?

TRIPLE GAMER, IF YOU ASK ME.

PASS-WORD?

NICKY, OPEN THE DOOR!

... WTF?

WHO THE HELL GOT THE BRILLIANT IDEA TO PLACE A SAFE HOUSE ON 5TH FLOOR?